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How to Impress Your Russian Date in Moscow
Whatever dating experience you’re hoping for, whether it is finding a Russian date using a dating agency, a
Russian Romance Tour or through an international dating service, there’s no doubt you’ll find what you’re looking
for. Nowadays, the Russian foreign dating scene is flourishing and expanding to the point where there are actually
tour packages that offer a sort of set up date or event for potential lovers to meet. Let’s call these Russian
Romance Tours. In case you have not been in the European dating scene for too long, you’re probably thinking
that this isn’t doable. You might think that the people registering for this type of a deal would have to go to Russia
(thousands of kilometres away from home), see the sights, take a tour and then meet women all as well. Doesn’t
it seem like a lot of trouble and also much more expensive than normal online dating? Even though this is
certainly true, thousands of guys are willing to pay the extra cash to get the dating experience of their life.
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Summary:
Meet Your Russian Date on a Romance Tour in
Moscow!

Inclusions/ Duration
More Details
The price of the tour usually includes most of the expenses – airport transfers,
flight tickets, your accommodation and services of professional translators, etc.
Dating agencies are trying their best to provide the dating experience of a
lifetime and find you the perfect Russian date. Depending on the company, the
dating tours may last seven days or more. After all, the intent of the agency is
to provide the best experience possible and have you come back for more.
Most Common Locations of Romance Tours
Russia is a well-known country among tourists who travel there to see the
beautiful scenery and historical sights. The dating tours generally take place in
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Novgorod and Volgograd, although other places can
be visited. These places are chosen because of their scenic spots, soiree destinations and, of course, the number of wonderful local girls close to the area.
Costs
When talking about the standard costs for these tours, it generally varies from company to company just like the events change for each one. Expect to pay between
$2,000-$5,000. In the event you reserve the tour ahead of time, there are special discounts that may apply. Most clients looking for a Russian date are from the US,
having said that there are some non-US clients too. In this case, the customer can buy a land only package which includes all but the airfare. Many of the tour
packages also include special membership deals to the company’s website or free credits for services. Who knows, if you are lucky, they might even help with the
processing of a fiancé. visa.
Choosing the Best Dating Tour
Selecting a dating tour package is not any different from selecting your holiday package. Consider these things first:
-Which tour package would give me the perfect experience (with less hassle)?
-Which tour package has the best feedback?
-Which tour can I afford?
Before making your final choice, try to figure out why you’re going there at all. This will help you narrow down your choices. Ask about everything that interests you –
the dishes they’re serving, your hotel, what are the activities about, etc.
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